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Multisensory. Cinematic. 3D enhanced sound. The NIV Liveâ€¦ A Bible Experience, audio Bible CD

set is a digital masterpiece that presents the entire Bible (Genesis through Revelation) in an

engaging and entertaining format, lets you listen to and experience the entire New International

Version of the Bible from cover to cover, and allows you to enjoy Godâ€™s eternal story whenever

and wherever you desire. NIV Live features an ensemble cast of actors, musicians, and notable

personalities, including Oscar, Emmy and Grammy Award nominees and winners, leading pastors,

teachers, members of the clergy, and evangelists, that breathe life into the words and teachings of

the Bible.Two-time Emmy Award-winning actress and producer Patricia Heaton (Mary Magdalene),

Jesse Corti (Abraham), Kris Polaha (David), Mick Wingert (Saul), Tony Award-nominated actor

Norm Lewis (Solomon), Christopher Gorham (Jesus), Pastor Erwin McManus (Psalms), Carlos

Santos (Luke), Grammy Award-nominated singer and songwriter Martha Munizzi (Abigail), Pastor

Craig Groeschel (Amos), Christine Lakin (Jezebel), Alex Dessert (Joshua), Phil Crowley (Moses),

Tatyana Ali (Tamar), Emmy Award winning producer Pastor Miles McPherson (Angel), nine-time

Grammy Award-winning singer and producer Kirk Franklin (Peter), along with many others. NIV Live

uses the Bible text from the New International Version, the worldâ€™s most popular modern-English

Bible, with all 368 biblical characters represented by a unique voice.Â  Dramatic performances, 3D

theatrical sound, and a beautiful, inspired score by the Prague Philharmonic Orchestra make this an

unforgettable listening experience.Â  The complete set features 79 digitally mastered audio CDs, an

enhanced bonus making of DVD, free digital downloads, a mobile app, and online access to bonus

material.The NIV Live audio Bible delivers a truly spiritual, heart-pounding and authentic event that

will become one of the most engaging and emotional experiences of your life.
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I have completed the Bible now, so I updated my review.Besides this, I have listened to many other

audio Bible's. These are the Audio Bible's that I have heard:The Word of Promise (Old and New

Testament)Truth and Life Audio Bible (New Testament)Bible Alive (Old and New Testament)Bible

Experience (Old and New Testament)Faith Comes by Hearing NIV and KJV (Old and New

Testament)Needless to say, I can write a comparative review, having heard almost every

dramatized audio Bible available on the market. As I write this review, I will compare this product to

others that are also on the market.So how does this Bible stand in comparison to the others that I

mentioned? Well, I would say that in rank, it would either be a close 2nd or an easy third.

Personally; I am not sure that the Word of Promise can ever be surpassed seeing that it cost over 1

million dollars to make and four years to produce in its entirety. That being said; I would venture to

say that the NIV Live Audio Bible is very close in terms of acting and sound production. In fact, parts

of the New Testament and even Old Testament (Exodus) are way better than the Word of

Promise.So now I will take the time to rate the Music, Production, Acting and Overall quality of this

Audio Bible.Acting 9/10: Across the board, the acting is fantastic with very few exceptions. The only

exceptions would be a few of the folks that contributed to the book of Psalms as they are either void

of emotion or sing lines with an awkward tune.Matt Gibson as the narrator 9/10: Besides an

occasional mispronunciation of a name, Matt Gibson is perfect as the narrator.

Thank you and your staff for my first and only comprehensive journey through the Bible. Just to hear

and read God and Jesus message in plain English, while feeling like I am actually experiencing

millions of years of his great wonders has been priceless.I have journeyed through this edition twice

this year and look forward to a third and fourth time and many more afterwards. I have gone to a

variety of churches throughout my life and never understood or was explained why we need to do

certain things and what The Bible actually meant and like many others I could only listen to what

others said about it. Now I understand it and as I continue, listening and studying I will gain a

greater understanding each time and yes God way is the right way and only way. I also like that I

can take notes, highlight, and bookmark the passages. I recommend this version of the Bible to

anyone who will listen and I even purchased a docking station so that I may put God and Jesus



words on blast, lol. I feel a sense of peace and that a veil has been lifted knowing God, Jesus, and

the Holy Spirit are with me and will guide me. My friend and co-worker recently retired and as a gift,

I presented her with the box set so she may spend her days listening to the words of God and

Jesus, wherever she goes. She was very moved, delighted, and surprised by my changes. Thanks

to you and everyone who has participated in this modern miracle. I would also like to announce to

you that when I started reading and listening to the words of Jesus I broke down in tears, and felt

moved by the Holy Spirit.You have given me a chance to give my life over to the Lord and I cannot

thank you and your staff enough.
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